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This is an interview with Louisiana State Senator

Edgar Mouton. The interview was conducted by Jack Bass

and Waiter DeVries on January 13, 197^. Susan Hathaway

transcribed the interview.

Moutoni In '56 you had pretty well defined lines.

You had Longs and anti-Longs and whether they were Longs

or anti-Longs,the philosophies blended fairly well into

two different positions, almost like conservative and

liberal or Socialists and non-Socialists. But McKeithan

broke the barrier when he ran as a Long man., as an old

Long man and was able to absorb many of the Morrison

people into his camp in '64 to "68. So you had no

real political camps based on Longism or anti-Longism

when Edwin ran.

"'alter DeVries: So he was the end of that era in

a sense?

MoutOni I would mark him so, yes. I would think

so. Earl died right after the election in ' 60, when he

was elected to Congress and died within a week after

election. I think, up until the time of Earl's death,

we still had the very strong line of Long, anti-Long, and
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you could say Sam Jonesisms, but it was just the anti-elements

against the pro-Longs. But McKeithan got in, while he used

the Long "base for support in south Louisiana, "because the

Longs had always been popular in south Louisiana among a

certain element. Once he got in, being a pretty astute

politician, he absorbed as much as he could of the Morrison

support in south Louisiana to build a better base for himself,

while trying to keep as much control with the Long support

^hat he had. He took on Gillis, and Gillis has never been

recognized really as the heir of power to the Earl Long

dynasty. Now Russell is a different breed of cat. He

is in a little nitch all by himself. When you see Russell,

he is Huey and a little combined, but only for Russell. He

can't bring that anywhere except himself in this area. I

am not speaking state-wide. But McKeithan, I think, really

shattered the lines and brought some unity, if I can use that

word to north and south Louisiana. And where there was not

as much antagonism between north and south, if you will look

at McKeithan1s appointees, he possibly had more south

Louisianians in his high echelon than any Governor ever

including Edwards. On every board he had most of his key

■personnel. Sfe~=ii2JEIlP

'gust about every place you went his top man was from south

Louisiana. When Edwin ran, of course, he just, I think he

completed the cycle. He just &out destroyed any semblaice
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of Long, anti-Long because the campaign

was not anti-Long, it was McKeithan and corruption. It

was a whole new ball game. So, I think, from a practical

standpoint, that era of Longism ended in '64.

W.D.i Do you think the era of domination in

state-wide office is a. power shift to the south?

Mouton: I have never been convinced that there

was a controlled state government by north Louisiana. I

was convinced that north Louisiana controlled the Governor's

chair, but they paid a certain amount of political homage

and patronage based on the need

of the population of south Louisiana and the economic impact

on the state of South Louisiana, I think that our part of

the state, and this is almost pure heresy, faired as well

as it could under any Governor under the Longs and under

the Sam Jones and under McKeithan, as if they had been right

in the middle of south Louisiana. Because while they were

from north in geographical location, their political power

base was from the south. They gave as much to the south

to maintain that power base, as if they were from the south

originially. So it has never bothered me that you have

north Governors and this is true heresy. I've heard them

speak for years about south

Louisiana. Edwin is there now, and he is a political friend

of mine. I was raised with him. We came from the same area,



and he is very kind to our area, but no more kind than

McKeithan was or Earl Long was or Jimmy Davis. It is

the same old thing in politics. You have to go where the

votes are and take care of the needs. Otherwise, you

lose the controls. So, I would not say the north dominance

is dead. In fact, it is so simple for the north to split

us because of Orleans Law. In my judgement, this is all

subjective,ifs three different states. It's Orleans, it's

south and it's north. You have almost as much political

in-fighting between south Louisiana and Orleans as you do

between north Louisiana and south. You have as much in

fighting between Orleans and north Louisiana as between

south Louisiana and north Louisiana. North Louisianans

are very aggressive and very astute politicians. They

have been able to use that division between XL^ ^JmA-

plus Orleans and your roughly 500,000 votes in Kittiana

to their benefit. pick one man and make

a combination and they'll vote while we will not vote

strictly based on region . (m~*K ^L, 'f\(wA always will.

When Edwin ran against Bennett, Bennett was not a real

political power in north Louisiana, and except for a

light vote on that particular day, he would have beaten

Edwin and Edwin knows this because he beat Bennett bad

in this part of the state, broke even Orleans and ran

a poor race not on percentage of votes gotten but on

the percentage of votes cast. But I frankly feel that
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this state can be governed as well by north Louisiana as

south Louisiana.

J.B.i Where do the Florida parishes fit in the

geography?

Rdutont- I would think that Florida parishes are

ultra-conservative parishes in the state. They would tend

to go more^the philosophy of, if I can use the word, the

old south desegregationist, etc. And they would tend to

work in north Louisiana. I think our part of the state

has become more liberal and of course that is a matter of

degree. I think the north is much more liberal now than

we were say ten years ago. But I think when you take the

whole state as a general thing, you Ml find that the south

Louisianians are still more liberal in their thinking than

say rifrWo- parishes or say ¥ash-taw parish night be, and

I think Florida parishes fit into that except for one thing

now. with the registration and the right to vote of blacks,

and I think we have a reasonably heavy copulation of blacks

in Florida parishes. While the white population still tends

to align separate north Louisiana things, that the blacks

align their thinking to our part of the state.

'. B. : But is ;ion of blacks in the Florida

parishes relatively low? I mean, there are no barriers, but

insofar as really getting people registered that there is

considerably more potential for registration?

Mouton: Yes. I have never looked at it that closely,
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but I think you are correct. From what I know about it,

I think that there is still a vast number of blacks not

registered. Although the blacks have registered to a point

now where they almost control there as far

as the local government. They have got more blacks in

office, etc.

What does that mean for

Mouton: Oh, it presents problems for Rarey. But,

of course, as long as NSareiz_Jceeps his district, keeps

Baton Rouge, which strangely enough is one of the ... I

didn't realize this, but east Baton Rouge is almost a Ku Klux

type parish in certain elements of it. As long as he has

east Baton Rouge, he'll be tough to beat.

J.B.: What is the role o:

of politics and government?

and Cable m terms

Mouton: Well, I don't want to sound cynical, but I

won't be as critical. Cable, I relate myself to two people,

d Stagwood Cable and Ed -. Cable, I have found,

to be fairly objective, and I have found that if he had

pushed vested interest '■■ they have done it on a very sophisti

cated level, where I have not been able to see as clearly

as before. Ed Sivuwuod, I don't know him personally, but

to a great extent represents totally vested interests. You

can change his color just like the Ci/^o^wJ/&-^r~r" because he

can do what he wants at a. given time. I respect their
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position on many things, "but I resent their attitude to what

is the Louisiana state government. I'll give you an example.

You are talking about politician now, and these are very

sensitive people, politicians, because we feel maligned very

often. The last four years has been very difficult with the

mafia pull committee, and David Chan's article on all the

the good things about everybody in office being corrupt.

I've done my best to do a reasonably good job. /'/!$--■ put

out a pamphlet on voting records. Now, my record is not a

great record, it's not a bad record. I think it is an

average record. I did what I had to do to get things for

my people and I think I was very consciencious. I would

like to think I was. But i4crr, for example, there was a

program where we spent $60,000,000 on what they call off-

system roads. Now Louisiana* as you know, is a very, almost

Socialistic state government. The state government is

extremely powerful. All of your dollars start from there

and come down to the local government. Little of it has

changed but it is still like is almost a state-wide

system of highways, a state-wide system of hospitals. Well,

off-system roads are the responsibility of the juries, police

juries. They build their roads with what they call royalty

road funds and local funds. They are limited in their

taxing powers and limited to funds. Now, Lackey is the

smallest parish geographically in the entire state. We

have no royalty road fund because we have very little
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production. See, Martin, for example, has a lot of production,

and big royalty road funds. Wilder is looking for money from

off-system roads. So, we passed a -^60,000,000 bond issue that

authorizes the state to spend money legally on these roads; we

couldn't do it without that ^articular statute. Lackey got

87 miles of black top road that they couldn't have gotten

otherwise. There was no way for the police jury to blacktop

87 miles of gravel road, and. dust is dust and cars that used

those roads paid state graveling tax. I voted for the bill

and I got my share of the money. When Parr was analyzing the

votes they didn't say that we spent $60,000,000 on off-system

roads, they said we spent $60,000,000 on political roads.

Now that may sound like a simple thing, but why would

or any man knowing government use the word political road,

which has an evil and corrupt connotation. Like the state

wasted $60,000,000 on roads that didn't deserve to be black

topped, that didn't help the people. It didn't help the farmer,

it didn't help the person in the country, it didn't help the

jurors trying to run their parishes. When off-system is the

really legal definition of the road, especially when the only

difference between an off-system road and a state road is the

fact that somebody was able to take two miles of off system

and exchange it for two miles of state system and blacktop

the state system and leave the other two miles gravel. Very

often Parr was attempting to sell something to people in
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Louisiana. They do it with fancy words and adjectives and

phrases and verbages that are not totally correct and not

totally honest. Deceptive is really the best word I can

use. They will deceive towards their own end.

End Tape Cne, Side Cne

outon: irhen the commission was formed to revise the

Constitution, was against legislators serving. I

don't know why,but his opinion was that legislators have

vested irr sand they will try to please their constituency,

and he was very successful -in my judgement, the strongest

they could elect in the commission form of revision and it

failed, totally. And the convention starts and before the

convention takes one step forward, is critical of the

convention. They say that the make-up is not proper, that

the people should be allowed to vote on the make-up and

all these things. Well, Pott recognizes, as does any person

of Louisiana,that our Constitution is a great draw back to

efficient government. And Fsrr should further recognize

that their time for opposition is when the product is

presented, not those people who will present the product.

Because 127 people to draft a Constitution have a tough

job, and when they get a bad start, when they start off

behind the line with the i^ynTTTarr and .-^j-AX. the rest of

them saying, "Well, this is not the way to do it." Well,

we have failed five times since 19*j4, five times. Until you
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know what the product is, you can't say this is the way to do

it. We tried commissions, we never could get a convention by

referendum,. For them, knowing how much we need a Constituion,

to take a negative attitude before we've had a chance to get

off the ground, they are back to their old tricks again of

protecting the one thing that I think<p-arr-wants to protect

and that is your tax exemptions in the Constitution. They

aren't at all happy with any idea of changing the Constitution

that might take industrial exemptions out of the Constitution.

If I sound bitter and critical, I am bitter and critical.

Because I have wa .1 now for 12 years, and he

is a nice, articulate, well-informed, impressive person. But

his motives are not really that of an objective group trying

to do best for Louisiana, and I'll fuss at him for that. I'll

fuss at him for trying to say that is what he is. What he is,

he is a lobbyist. That's just like Yick the difference

nd Vick Vick is a

he makes no bones of it. Or -Eds to in- is a line to industry and

should come out and say it. Me want to protect the industrial

tax exemptions. We want to protect against any further

taxation. We want to do everything we can to give them as

much revenue from this state as possible with the least taxes

as possible, ;herwise, and live that life, but

be honest about it, and don't through a type of governmental

subterfuge and fancy words and phrases, don't come before the

public on a golden white horse saying one thing and meaning

something totally different. I know Fdwardwould fuss at me
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for saying these things, but he understands it.

J.B.: Do you feel that most politicians in Louisiana

fPAGL
share that view of Parr?

Mouton: I think most politicians are afraid of JLaasp.

£¥
I think Facr has developed a state-wide image of being

looked upon as being an opinion maker. Because of that you

prefer to have them with you rather than against you. I

would think that if you would talk candidly with any person

who has in the legislature more than four years, I

would think that you would find my opinion echoed a hundred

times over, and. I don't think I miss the heart beat of the

legislators, I think I am very close to most of them. Very

few of them will be critical of (P?d?r publicly for fear of

the fact . . . like the lobbying forces might have some

impact on the voters. But I think generally that the

legislature, which is the element of more influence

err than any other , all would say the same thing that I

am saying. It has reached a point now, that S-€«*r has gradually

lost the influence with the legislature on an individual basis

for that very reason.

J.B.: How about Cable?

Mouton: A different ball game and I really don't know

why.

J.B.: It is a lot of the same people, isn't it?

Mouton: Yeah, it is. I think the difference might

well be the manner in which the leadership handles themselves.
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^4n this so you don't misinterpret my statements.

I think f^arr" performs a very real service to the state. I

think he has come through on some very fine, strong ideas

on reform in government. I think, for example, since '6^-,

to '68, McKeithan's first term, I think they were very

instrumental in the changes that McKeithan and the legislature

made. Keibler was involved deeply as well. I think the

whole thing is the way Cable handled it. ;hink that

they will come forward with a constructive idea on a form

of government, recognizing the difficulties of trying to

give change, quick change in with our politics, and they

work towards it in such a way that if you succeed, fine;

if you fail, they don't take after the world. They don't

fuss with everybodv and

Parr is the reverse. I think

hell with them. I think

-Stynwcl-l-'-s approach is reform

through criticism, constant, always and total. I think

Cable is reform through education, constant, always and

PA4L
total. I think P-srr"~works by trying to build pressures

on those in office, by being critical over what is, almost

to the point of being criminating critical, whereas Cable

will work very constructively and objectively, never being

critical, understanding the problems of trying to bring

change about. When we fail, Parr condemns all of those

who tried, even those who are

quietly backs off and reorganizes and tlries to think of

, whereas Cabl
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some new way to ... Cable, by the way, was the guiding

force behind the Council for Higher Education, and they

were the ones that convinced me McKeithan would move on

it. It took on the LSU System, it took on the State

Board System and it successfully created the Council,

which would eventually evolve into a single Board of

Education, which I think is the greatest thing this state

could ever have. Parr's approach would have been completely

different had they >^een the mastermind. Because they would

try to intimidate to gain down there and Cable doesn't do

this. I think Cable understands more of the p

of the individual politician than Parr does.

J.B.: How about in their individual dealings with

Mouton: I think the same thing can be said. I've

only dealt with Ed Stagworth with Cable, but I think he

is very persuasive.

J.B.: But how does he actually work with you or with

any other political figure?

Mouton: Well, I can only go with me, because I have

never watched him with anybody else. But he will come

forward with his ideas and his reasons and he will appear

before the committees and explain them in such a way that

he'll try to get the votes for the change in the program.

It is a kind approach, if I can use that word. It is an

educational approach. It's not one where there is always
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...' you don't do it, you are going to be
J

condemned by us on state-wide television and state-wide

newspapers

They were a lot more on persuasion through

understanding?

Mouton: That is well said, that is correct, in my

judgement.

J.B.; Say, would he deal with you on a one to one

basis also after he appears before committees then does

he meet with you and go to lunch?

Mouton: Yes, of course, it is a very informal thing

because he is your friend, and Ed is a friend, but his

attitudes, he'll appear before a committee and explain his

position, and then he'll visit with you before the session

or after we adjourn or you may have lunch together. It is

a very casual lobbying type approach. It is very casual. It

is a soft <l*JLK. type thing where he wants to make you under

stand that he feels this is why it should be done. And the

thing that has always impressed me with Ed is that you can

disagree with him and it is not a personal thing. It's not

the end of the world. He is not going to try and hurt you

politically because of it. I don't think Parr is like that.

I've watched him too long, and I think when you disagree with

Parr, they will do their best to urge you back on, not under

standing your

J.B. : How close do the two of them work together?
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Mouton: I have no idea. I've often been told that

Cable was extremely close to PHTT~with much mutual make-up

of their sponsors. I know this goes in the last two years.

While Cable* still listed completely as a nonpolitical organ

ization, Parr has been listed more or less as a lobbying

force, an< reques

And again, I know I am coming across to you bad, like I am

bitter at it, but I am not. I respect them for what they

are trying to do, but I just want them to be what they are*

I'want them to come before the public as an objective con

structive non-profit political group, because they are not.

They are not objective. They are as objective as labor

is. I want them, to come across just like Bussie does. I

want them in their corner saying our primary motive in

government is to make certain that industry gets the best

of everything that happens. There is nothing wrong with

that. That is why they are Because Bussie is in

that corner sayinf I want labor to come up with the best

possible benefits and legislation.

J.B.i Doesn't labor actually lend some financial

support to Fffflp?

Kouton: I have no idea.

W.D.i Speaking of just the ... as you look around

one country on how to organize labor and its impact on the

state legislature and state government, I think it is apparent
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that he has got more impact on this state legislature and this

government than just any other organized labor leader any place.

Mouton: I am sure he does.

W.D.: Why is that?

Mouton: I couldn't give you a reason, maybe it is the man.

It might be the personality. I think Rayburn now is weaker than

ever in the legislature. I think they were much stronger in '64,

much stronger in '68. Their same influence is on the senate

right now, I believe they are very weak in the house. I think

it is the man. I think Bussie is a very unusual person. He

>L
is self made, totally dedicated. Ed S-tynwsrd was the reverse

of the same thing, works 4-0 hours a day in his profession. He

lives, eats, and breathes Louisiana government. He is involved

in everything and all phases and facets because as you know,

if you look into its pockets, labor itself, while you want

their support if you can get it, is never a deciding factor on

a state-v.'ide election. It's better to have them than not to

have them.. But take my parish. I guess my voting record

would be labeled as just as good as anybody's state-wide,

because I happened to have believed in many of their programs.

But m ;imes, labor is nothing. Their endorsement

of me means zip. I got elected without them. In fact, they

opposed me. And I've got elected with them in the past, and

it hasn't made that much difference. Crganized labor cannot

deliver a vote, 80;! vote of their union, or their card

carriers excent possibly in some areas of Lake Charles and
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some areas of Crleans and east Baton Rouge. But outside

of that, they have no real impact. Bussie is a very-

unusual man. I don't know if you have had a chance to

talk to him, but he is a very unusual man, one of the

brightest people that I have met and I rank him equal with

McKeithan in a type of charisma. McKeithan has a rare

talent, where if you put him in a room long enough with

somebody, he will mesmerize them. He's, that's the only

one I've mot, and Bussie is right up there with him. I

think that is probably the reason. I don't think labor

was that strong before Bussie got involved, and ., , ,...,...

sure it v/ill be that strong when he decides to quit. But

I would contribute certainly of their success

id he work

J.B.: You say that they don't have as much influence

in the house as they had?

Mouton: I don't think so, no.

J.B.: Why is that?

r.Jouton: Possibly because the make-up of the house is

different and much fresher. 3y that I mean, you had many

more new people who were determined to Drove their inde

pendence of any political organization, labor, ■', anybody,

after the last election. 1srhen you look at the same make-up

you find as much as of the senate being composed of
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people who had served for the last 12 years in either the

house and/or the senate. You know, people in the house

would run for the senate and win, etc. Based on that,

they have, Bussie has a better relationship with them through

the years.

J.B.i a factor in this hoiise

change'

Mouton: Yes, I think very much so.

J.B.: How do you access the impact of reapportionment

in the legislature?

Mouton: In what respect?

J.B. : VJhat has it m^ant in terms of change?

Mouton: I can only speak for my district, hut I think

it has meant a better legislature, and I was opposed to
■

it. Understand this well. Lafayette had three representatives

running at large, well, three to be elected, well, two and

then three with the population increase. I was opposed to

reapportionment because I saw all kinds of problems. You

were crossing parish lines, which still presents a problem

by the way. You were crossing parish lines, and political

sub-divisional lines and it was very difficult. But I find

now that the mechanics make for a better legislature, because

now the individual is extremely responsive to his own district.

He is very responsive to his own district, and yet, he does

not ignore the rest of the geographical confines because it

overlaps. You are never sure where that voting structure ends.
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You can have a Landry that lives in District and he may

1 to the man in lij, and he migtvt have 15 cousins

in t*3« So the man is as much responsive to the needs of

Lafayette parish as he would have been at large. But more

responsive in his own district. I find this to be a much

more efficient operation.

J.B.: I've heard the view expressed that reapportion-

has resulted in legislators who are more responsive to

their own district but take a less broad look at state needs.

How do you react to that?

I"outon: I would think that is probably correct. Of

course, you have to understand I am limited because of my

parish. My parish is so small, geographically small, that

we have never had that problem. We've always been responsive

to the confines of Lafayette parish. But from a practical

standpoint, I would say that is exactly correct, that he will

be very responsive to those thirty odd thousand people who

put in him office and may lose the overview of state problems

_t tends to create a more microscopic type of representation

that limits, wrong word, not limits, but hinders his desire

to do things that may hurt him with that little element. 0_

course, as you know, the smaller the group you represent, the

more sub.i< your representation becomes to that element,

rs onthe less broad-based is your desire to accomplish things <

the state level. When I say that I think it has worked f<

the better, I think it has made better legislators becaus<

hey can't pass the buck that
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J.B.: How do you access the McKeithan administration,

both first and second terms if you want to separate them that

way?

>n: Well, I can't be completely objective with you

because I was part of McKeithan1s, I was one of his floor

leaders and McKeithan to me was a really strong and good

Governor, scraping av/ay at the surface of the David Chanler

article,which did more damage to than the Civil

War did, in my judgement, and did so by the way of less fact.

Just McKeithan's emotion and he reacted badly to it.

I rank him as probably one of the best Governors we have had.

The first four years were unbelievable. The first four years

he took care of local problems, he brought about a reduction

of the Governor's powers, that many people thought couldn't

be done. He /ywWa sl ^&f^ fiscally sound base, and everything

just fell right for him. He never made a mistake. We had

more industrial growth, year for year for year, we broke the

record in '6k and topped that every year afterwards, over

five hundred million every year. Things fell right for him.

>nd lour vears, in my judgement, were governmentally

as successful as the first. But from the public standpoint,

because primarily because of David Chanler1s article, the

way he reacted, over-reacted, and where people became

suspicious of government in general, and the X^U-

controversy which plagued, him throughout, and him determined
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left a very bad taste in the

mouths of the public. But his accomplishments were equally

as great.

We had one bridge, or

two bridges across and he has three now, five altogether

now under construction, which will increase the economic

development. I think he brought about more governmental

reforms. He followed fearc's recommendations to the letter

:he first four years. Anything recommended, McKeithan

did. I would think that down the road, when you can forget

emotions of what happened the second four years and just

look governmentally at the accomplishments, they will rank

him with any Governor we have had. Now, one thing that

happened the second four years, McKeithan is a very egotistical

person. I don't mean this to his detriment, because he is one

of my best friends, but he hurts easy, he is thin-skinned,

and he is a card puncher. He's doesn't plan, he just reacts.

The second four years when he went ... he was convinced by

some to be Vice-President. McKeithan just made up his mind

that he was going to be Vice-president. He played it very

coy, he had no shot to be Vice-president. When all of this

fell apart and he lost interest to a great extent the last

two years in state government and backed off completely,

almost advocated . . . well, Baton Rouge was being run by

.1 of his subordinates including McDougal who was a very
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just got very disillusioned and dis

couraged in government. McKeithan is a real fin

j. don' x

a real fine politician. Before you can be in government, you

have to be a real fine politician, and he is the best I have

met. He may be relaxed in his organizational capacity once

elected, like ^arl Long was, or like Huey Long was, but as

far as getting things done, when he wants to get behind

something, there weren't many that I have met any better.

I would rank his total eight years as a good constructive

period in our governmental history. I would say the first

four were exceptional, because everything just fell in

place.

J.B. : You think his handling of the Life article

made the effect even worse?

Houton: Yes, no doubt in my mind.

J.B.: What mistakes do you think he made from it, how

did he mishandle it?

:outon: totally, .in my judgement.

am just a two-bit senator. But I know David Ghanler. I

lived with him for three days. He came down here and he

didn't impress me that much. He may be a brilliant young

writer, but I would say with hindsight, 9OJ8 of everything

he said has never been substantiated, and it has been

looked at not by McKeithan's friends but the enemies in the
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administration. From his article, not one single indictment

flowed, not one single charge developed. They put

on the stand for two straight days and he never took

the Fifth one time, one time in two days on something

that happened in Canada. He answered questions from what

you might call an anti-McKeithan committee, with the media

there, the FBI there, and David Chanler there for two

days. He ;ook the Fifth and nobody

not one person. Jarritt took the same chair under oath

and took the Fifth about of the time, but the way he

_ed it, in my judgement, . . .

J.B.i Chandler actually took the Fifth?

Mouton: Oh yes. If you want an interview, we'll talk

with Claude DuVall who served on the committee. He wouldn't

answer any questions. He took the Fifth continually. But

McKeithan over-reacted when the Life article came out

because he is very sensitive and he v/ants everybody to love

him and he v/ants the state to be looked upon as the great

glorious state, which it will never be looked upon in our

lifetime. He only made one simple statement, "If Mr.

Chandler has any proof of wrong doing by our administration,

and any evidence that Claude runs Louisiana, he

has state and federal grand juries available. Just go and

give it to them. That's it. I closed the door, shut it,

that is what grand juries are for." Instead, what McKeithan
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did, he immediately dismissed two or three people based on

what was said in the article, without even looking behind

that which put more fuel on the fire. Then he created a

committee and to his credit, he didn't put

a single administration leader on the committee. H^fTaT!—

antJr-ffirffglTilTan"7 more or less. He

hed-

who___was_±o..tal-l-y anti-McKeithan, ' he had Ed Stynwell.

He put one newsman, I can't think of his name without the

paper. But basically the make-up of the committee was not

pro-McKeithan, and they handled the misery for, I guess,

six weeks, brought everybody in and when the smoke cleared

'hey turned everything they had over to the District Attorney

in east Baton Rouge and made everything available to the

federal people and to the Attorney General. From that

investigations, not one thing that Chandler said was sub

stantiated. How, I am not saying that there was not a lot

of truth in his articles. I am sure that in there many things

he said were correct, but McKeithan's reaction to it, in

.ing not to whitewash but to prove the purity of state

government was so violent that, and the over-reaction was

so violent that they just compounded the problem. Then when

everything else started to come apart, when you had a Sheriff

getting in trouble, nothing to do with the administration,

that was bringing on corruption in the KcKeithan administration,
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Then problem after problem after problem. But when you

look back and talk about McKeithan's being the most

corrupt administration of all times, from his eight

years in government, you've gotten a total of six indictments,

none of which were related to Chandler's article. You've got

McDougal's indiu....

gotten Sammy Downs' indictments and you've had two hung

juries now in two trials. You've gotten five legislators

on sharing insurance premiums and then going to trial this

month, and my guess is that they may convict one. I think

the other four are clean, and that was about it. But the

over-reaction did such a tremendous amount of damage

the image of Louisiana that it hurt us economically and it

hurt us fcovernmentally.

J.B: How about this tax revenue bi ;, wasn t tha"

an issue? Tax collections?

Moutons Yeah, yeah. I think that was more the result

of a system that deteriorated over 20 years and it wasn't

any overt action or wrong doing. Cur tax revenue depart

ment had always been extremely lax. They had no funds to

put enough field men out. They had a limited amount of

money available to the; ;heir staffing. They came to

us as early as 1966 and 1967 requesting, as I recall, a

half-million dollars in a'opropriatiom more

personnel because they couldn't handle the v/ork load. Vie

didn't have the money so they were not funded. I don't think
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you are going to find, you night find favoritism, which is

as wrong as intentional dishonesty. You might find some

favoritism on the method of collection. But I don't

think you will find a scheme of corruption. ]

think you will find an overt plan by individuals in the

revenue department to corrupt and to defrau public of

their tax dollars. I think you will find a laxity, where

John Doe, Revenue Collector, may say to his friend, "Well,

look,take six months to pay it off." s not right, bu"

it was the system. You never change when you have no

problems. The only time you change in government is through

crisis. As long as there are no crises, people won't

accept change. They like things like they are. I mean,

I'd show them what the change might mean to them, but

unless the atmosphere of crisis is there, you can't change,

and there was no crisis. So McKeithan came in and the same

procedure was followed. Now there is one thing that Chandler

did to his credit, and he was correct by this. There was

some dereliction of the mechanics of the office, and it has

been tightened up quite a bit. Moreso through Tragell and

Edwards than through anything McKeithan did when he replaced

.D.: When people write about Louisiana,

;hey always mention corruption - tnat

this state has more corruption than any in the nation or in

the South. How do you see that?
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Mouton: It is very hard to explain or to react to

it. I guess I have been in politics all of my life. I've

been in the legislature now for 12 years and I've been

involved in politics, and maybe I have the wrong definition

of corruption, maybe there is something that I am missing,

but I don't see it like they see it. I understand that

you have a lot of and small things on the local

level, but during McKeithan's term, and I can't speak beyond

that, because I didn't serve in office for any one else but

him, I've never found a lot of people on the take. No one

has ever' given me a dollar to vote for a bill, or not vote

for a bill. I have never been hustled to do anything dis

honest, or illegal. rraybe it is just because I am smaller

and look innocent, I don't know. But when I hear about

other states and their operations. For example, let me

give you this perfect example. I am a lawyer. We have

five lawyers here and we have a branch office in Orleans.

I wouldn't touch any state business with a ten foot pole.

I couldn't, you just can't do it in Louisiana. You've got

the press watching you, everybody is watching you, it is

down right precise. A friend of mine from Lal/lar came down

here and. his brother-in-law is serving in the legislature.

He is in the house of representatives and he's the attorney

for the highway board. There is just no way that would

happen in Louisiana. It just can't be done. Yet, over there,
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it is accented. Ol ,....,,.

think maybe that Louisiana "basically because of Huey

Long, "basically because of his operations in the thirties,

when the nation focused their attention on this very unusual

and dynamic type of person, who just took a state up by its

guts, and ripped it up and turned it around and flipped it

and changed direction. Because of the sensations with his

life style and the m d, and then because

of Earl Long's problems, mental problems down the line, I

think that v; more inclined to be looked at tnan mos1

southern states. We have had a very volatile political

history since 1930, and I am not sure that it is a corrupt

history, but it is a very explosive*aj *

o~ry~. A man like Huey Long, who came up with his whole

program almost is exactly what you have on the national level

now, almost totally Socialism. This type thing, divide the

wealthy, take care of the poor, build charity hospitals,

.s, free school books, but when you

put all these things together and then the man was obviously

a type of demagogue, who was determined to get national

attention, and then you follow through for his brother who

had a rare genius for elections, and a certain pattern for

governing in the crudest form, and I am an admirer of theirs.

I try and take away the bad things and try to look at the good

things that we wouldn't have had except from a man of that caliber,
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A very crude man, no sophistication, no tact, no ... he was

not the Spiro Agnew type guy, youlmow, who comes across very

suave, and then he goes off, he uses his mind and walks

around with a t)illow case on his head. I think that the

nation just natur, i us by one or tv/o "oeople who

happen to have been in government and who had

on our to" ._"te government. don't think you will find

any more nor any less corruption than you will in Mississippi,

or Texas, New York, or California.

.D. : How about the parish levels, say with the police

jurors?

Ttouton: That is a bad system. It is a bad system

because it has been again much like the revenue system. They

have done things to custom that are not legal but in you]

mind not right. They've given their friends a load

gravel for their private road. They've cleaned out their

third cousin1 s drainage ditch. To custom, and when you

repeat an action long enough with no one condemning you

for it, then it becomes right. It might be illegal, but

;m, generally, as is operated in

Louisiana probably could stand a major revision, much kn

"han state of all, not many people

want to be a juror. So, you are limited in who is going

to run for the office. Secondly, many v/ho do run for the

first time see i- mine on the ground.
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iy. They watch it pretty close. So they nickel

and dime you to death.
parish, they

indicted three or four of them for things that shouldn't

have been done, repairing equipment that was never broken,

things of this nature. I've got to agree with you there.

I think on the local level, on the state level too, I am

sure, on the local level we could stand some upgrading.

The biggest thing that I find with politics is that it is

getting more difficult to find any type of person of any

decency to run for the office. Because the pressures have

gotten so great and the economics to justify it just arenM

there. I am blessed. I have a good law partner and he

understands me so I can devote 8O?5 of my time just to my

job. But I bet you that there aren't 10 legislators

spend the time that I spend on it, not for the money involved.

And they say, "Well, why run if you don't want the money?"

"rho can explain a politician^ mind? It is like a duck hunter

fishing, he spends his time and then goes out and then kills

, why? It is just something he likes to do. But

because of the general attitude and opinion of people about

politicians, we are less than the average person. We are

condemned individually, or we are liked individually, or

individually I am given all the respect and courtesy and

nice and kindness that I could expect from any profession.
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certain amount of disrespect in that way as a politician.

It came up pretty p-ood when the McKeithan stuff broke, it

was really "bad for all of us for a while, and it is still

there.

V'.D. : How is Cajun politics any different from any

other type of politic

Moutoni I think it is more fun. I think the campaign

parties are more fun. I think the people look forward to

the election. I think the candidates do too because there

is a little more get togetherness. I am speaking because

of the rural elements in a. rural part of the state. Orleans

is completely different. But I think that you will find

that the Cajun has a different mentality than most people.

They can probably rationalize more than any people on God's

earth except maybe some of the blacks. We can make even

the worst look good by just a mental process. We can just

flat rationalize. If there is any difference between our

campaigning and say, north Louisiana and Crleans, it is that

we look forward to it. We get into it, it's almost like

a game, something you really enjoy doing. You are

organizing, you're ploting, you're scheming, you're laying

your campaigning out, at the same time, you are going out

in the country and meeting all your neople that you haven't

seen in two or three years. You've got your barbecues.

You've got everything that is good. It is just one big

h5 or 50 day party. I think the Cajun politician is
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probably more susceptible to not being vindictive in his

attitude. He recognizes why people tend to be against

him and still be his friend. He recognizes that generally

the person who votes against you has a reason. In that

man's mind, that reason justifies that vote against him

and he understands it. The Cajun is a very tolerant

; don't know what causes that but he will under

stand more than say a north Louisianian, or Orleans, why

he has opposition, why he gets 1^,000 people voting against

him, and if there is any of the same traumatic impact that

he might have on north Louisiana that he feels that if a

man votes against him, he doesn't like him. I don't think

we think that way. I have a bunch of people who voted

against me and I think they like me, but they had a reason

to vote against me. Most of the time, it is in their own

mind.

».J.i Do you think that is going to make a difference

in the way Edwards operates as Governor?

Mouton: Yeah. I can see it already. If you've

talked to him, if you talk to him again, you mention one

word he is very candid with you. That is part of the Cajun

trait. They will be honest with you, genuinely, with the

strong belief that you will understand that their candor

does not mean that they're bitter about anything, that is

just how it is. They can understand that is how it is, but
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they are going to take it. And I think it makes for a

better Governor in Edwards because he is not devious,

he doesn't scheme and plot and lay things out. The

beautiful part about it is that he takes you on every

issue on that issue. He will not project a position, nor

will he resent your position. For example, in the Convention,

when he put the Convention building, he did not want any

legislators to serve on the Convention. I was against

this for a very simple principle. I didn't want to run.

I just got through three years of working trying to revise

the damn thing,, bu

tie-— something le:

could not understand why he should say no legislators. If

they want to run, and if they want to risk getting beat

going for it and show their weakness, or if they want to

get elected and then have real headaches, that is their

business. So, I amended the bill on the senate side and

it passed. He was all upset. He came in and he was raising

all kinds of ... he said, "I am glad you are my friend," and

I said, "Well Governor, I'm sorry. I just can not sit in my

chair and let anybody say that a legislator has the same

rights as anybody else. If they have the right to serve

in the legislature, they should have the right to serve in

the convention. If they are stupid enough to run ..." He

said, "If you want to "be on there, I'll appoint you." I said,

"I don't want to be on. You couldn't give me the job. I've
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you are right,

just gotten through three years of agony with it, but I am

not going to sit by and let the public think that you can

exclude the legislators because it is something less than

honest, something less than capable, something less than

deserving." mow, 11 you'd take that approach with I5cKeithan,

and he would have carried a little cross with you for a

while. Edwin, the next day he was the same way. He doesn't

let it carry over. He'll let you decide on what you think

is best and he says, "You live with it. Z- „-

more power and glory to you. If you're wrong, you made a

mistake." I've seen him pull that a hundred times. In

fact, that is the beauty of his situation with the older

members in the legislature. Everyone expects him to come

and lobby, like McKeithan did, I am sure like Davis, or

Earl Long did. They expect to be called in and talked to

about their vote. He doesn't talk to anybody about his

vote. He puts his program on the floor and if you are

for it, fine, and if you are against it, it's your

business. I bet you Edwin has not lobbied a vote since

he has been Governor on any of the bills, tax. bills or

other ones. There is a certain, you use the word candor,

what he thinks, this is right, and if they disagree, they

certainly have^the right to vote against him and there it-

no other involved.

J.B.I
he use any sort of pressure, even subtle

pressure to get his bills passed?
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Mouton: I think what he really uses is his leadership.

He will explain the purposes and the causes of his bill, and

he will re-orient his position now and then if he thinks they

are in trouble. But I think as far as calling individual

legislators and saying, "Look, I want your support or else,"

I don't think he has ever done that, and I don't think he

ever will. I think he'll talk to Billy Brown, he'll under

stand that Kay Carter is going to he against this, what is his

problem, where is his hang-up? well talk to him and see

what it is. But as far as calling him in and just telling

them point blank, he just doesn't do that. McKeithan would

occasionally.

J.B.: So, he'll use persuasion?

Mouton: Yes.

J.B.: Do you compare him with KcKeithan in the

way as Cable versus .n approach?

Mouton: No, no, because ... it is kind of difficult

to explain because the atmosphere of Edwin's legislation has

not been the same as KcKeithan's. Atmosphere is very

important to pjass a bill. The energy crisis, for example,

has a without any fear of loss of votes

for the gasoline increase and the severance taxes from a

parish that is an oil parish, because the atmosphere will

justify it. I possibly could not have, I would have if T

had thought it was important, but I would not have voted

with the same political freedom say three years ago, the
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atmosphere wasn't . . .

J.B.: Would that Toe the best example of his political

astuteness and timing?

Mouton: Yeah. I would say that he picks and chooses

what he thinks he can get done and he moves on it based on

atmosphere.

.1.3. : Does this element of tolerance that you mentioned

among Cajuns also apply to tolerance to political corruption

in the broader sense?

Mouton: Yes, I think so.

J.B.: As an example, the Governor allowing the architect

to pay his wife's rent in the Washington apartment and then

his explanation of it and the apparent public acceptance of

that. I mean, in most states that would have just created

one tremendous uproar.

Mouton: Good point and that complements what you were

saying about Louisiana corruption. I think it is a totally

different attitude where we can accent things and, let me

use a bad word, place them in the proper prospective. For

example, the architect paying Elaine's motel bill, or what

ever it was, as bad as it looks, probably in every state in

the union, you've had some Governor receiving some benefits

from some architect that is not as obvious and above board

as that, as a favor. Yet, the people of this part of the

state will accept that as just something that happened. It
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has just been done. Nothing is wrong. What is wrong- with

a friend helping out a friend. Even if he is Governor and

can benefit this friend many times over. In other states

I think the same thing might be happening, but it may be

done with a little more caution and maybe little more dis

cretion.

J.B.: How do you explain the acceptancy in north

Louisiana?

t'outon: I don't.

J.B.: I mean, it didn't get anybody upset there, did

Mouton: No.

J.B.: TYas it his candor that did it?

Mouton: Well, he faced up to it and didn't try to

give any phony excuses. He just said it happened and that

is it. "He's a friend of mine and there is nothing wrong

with it." He left it at that. Of course, let's remember,

the time that it happened, that is always important. When

you sin in the first two years of your administr"l

are less likely to draw a. lot of flak than if you sin the

year of elections. Had this happened say in '75, the year

of the election, it may have become a position. But how

can you keep alive the fact than an architect paid a bill

for his wife, or let her use an apartment, how can you

keep it alive as a running issue for three years? You jus\

i, you
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can't do it politically. ?!ow you can revive it at

the proper time, but you can't keep something that insignifi

cant alive. Now they can tie in and they have tied in the

airplane situation, the man with the contract and these

things. If they can tie it in to some direct benefit or

even indirect benefit thi the person is getting, then you

can create some problems that will come back to haunt him.

You can't really gage people ' 5 questionable actions.

In 1973 or 197^, when there is an election of 1975. and I

think thatis almost nation-wide. Because people are generally

apathetic a; rovernment. No one is worried about the

speed limit unless it catches them.. Nobody is worri? "

traffic tickets being fixed until they get the ticket.

People expect in government, what they expect is good

government in this category, and then they expect appropriate

personal service in this category. The two sometimes are

not able to be put together. Because you might expect,

for example, USL to give every dollar it needs for its

higher education program, and that is a good government. You

expect that. But you are go:\

cousin get a state job, or your mother . . .

;hird

End Tape Cne Side Two. Begin Tape Two, Side fne.

routon: it. I would guess that,

to give you an example, I don't know how it works in all
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:ts, but my campaigns, and I always have Republican

opposition, runs me an average of about 1)70,000. Of course,

I go first class. There is no way for me to recover that

at all through the office legally or even through the law

office legally, even from the exposure I get. I would have

Louisiana politics is probably the most intense.

I've never been anywhere else so I don't know. I think it

is probably the most intense of any in the nation. I think

it is almost like a phobia with the peo-ole. It's not, the

money is not being spent for necessarily for what others

expect to gain from the Governor's office, through favoritism,

or through contracts or through things of this nature. I think

is like when you back a football team, or baseball team,

or basketball team, when you get deeply involved. You

your side wins

jhe spirit that you have to see that

don't always gain from your side. I

would venture to say that the greatest disillusionment to

neople m Louis who had never been in Louisiana politics

is that if they contribute 11,000, or ?500, or ^10,000

campaigning and don't fret anything back for it, except a

handshake and a smile recognition. They have the impression,

some people have messed with it before, that their ''510,000

will reap them cast the water. I don't

think it really happens. I know I sound naive, but I have

been there a long time and I know the guy would be me. They've
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got some people, I won't mention names, who are

with McKeithan, an awful lot of money. nd thev didn't

need that same money with anybody else. No matter who is

Governor, those same elements would have made the same

amounts of money. Whether they back McKeithan or whether

they back Morrison, or v/hether they back Johnson or

Edwards, they are in a position where they will make

money with the state. There are others who will spend

.lot 01 money to get in and think they are going to

lake it and they can't do it. It's not going :o happen.

J.B.: What is the role of oil in financing political

campaigns?

Mouton: I am sure they have an element that puts

up for the Governor's . I don't

volved locally that much. They have a fairly active

lobbyist. Their lobbying group is very good.

J.B.: Who are their chief lobbyists?

Mouton: They used to have Hoy Bogin, he used to be

the chief man. Hoy served in the legislature under Huey

Long in the >s, and they have what they call the

the mid-continent oil, mid-continent oil association,

which is an association of all your major companies. That

is in the deep South. They have the same group that lobbies

in all your southern states. They have joined together.

Sin Regard right now is the head lobbyist for the oil group.
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group relies upon their individual impact on the individual

coordinate.

a given area. They have their lobbyists to

don't think they try to capture any senate

or nouse seats. I guess Lafayette is as much of an oil

parish as any. It ov/es its growth to the oil industry. So

I think that I would be more susceptible to influences than

:gislator from Red I never

.nd them trying to put pressures on. They'll call

and talk to me and I'll go visit them and try

to thei why I am doing something. elections, I

find no unit of organization that will get behind "A" again*

"B" to elect them from the oil community.

J."3. : But they are the people with the most money in

the state, collectively?

in: Yes, I would think so. I arc sure they con

tribute heavily in the Governor's campaign. I am guessing

J.B.: How about in your races. Would they contribute

to your race?

liouton: No, of course, I am the worldfe worst money

raiser. I'd say that 80$ of all the money I spend, I spend

on myself. I don't raise much money. I have some close

lends v/ho put up a couple hundred dollars apiece and

we'll have a barbecue and raise a few dollars, stuff like tha"
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Lafayette is a very difficult town to raise money. I think

it is nolitically. I've never heard of any one person

of the money spent,

I think, is spent by the candidates themselves. But as

;he oil people coming to you and saying here is

$5,000, here is $10, 000, here is $25,000, and. we expect you

to be our man, it just doesn't work that way.

: How about just making a contribution without

any expectation of return?

Mouton: Oh yea. I've gotten support from various

people in the industry who feel that I am the person th<

want in Baton Rouge. I think the largest single contribution

that I have ever gotten is $500 from a person who owns one

of the smaller companies. Cf course is a friend of

mine, but by the same token he is friend and therefore

if he had given me $50 it would have been just as good.

That is the single largest contribution I've ever gotten

iron anybody, quite frankly. ;he companies

probably contribute, when I say the companies, I am sure

the leadership of the companies, the Fres- lay give

f5l00 here, $50 there, just to make sure that their name

is known to the nerson running. But as far as a substantial

amount where they underwrite a campaign-, or put up a

material amount of money for the candidate, I don't think.

u,B»: In state-wide and Governors races, they'd

give more, wouldn't they?
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Houtoni I would think so, yes. I heard, the opinion

and I could be wrong, but I have the opinion that in 1948,

1952, and I956 and even as late as i960, money meant much

>re in the Gov rnors race to control and give them benefits

from the Governor's chair than it does now. I have tha

'deling because I think now that there are so many controls,

built-in controls, through your Code of Ethics, whatever

that is worth, through new legislation passed, even media,

who are very active and always looking, through Parr, who

is a good government group and does watch and does perform

a service, through Cable, through the League, that it is v<

difficult for a Governor to favor any one element totally.

Again, that may sound naive, knowing the history of Louisiana,

but I'll give you an example, from the Me"' "

came the insurance situation. That to mv knowledp-e

forever. It is done today even in business. You've got

which is a big store in South Louisiana. When

they write the insurance policy they give it to you as

their insurance agent, and you pay half the premium and

bhen they split it with I,C,D,E,P, and 0, and you split

that commission with county agents because they

--ores. Jell, through the years, the state insurance has

been handled the same way. One or two agencies would write

insurance, get the premium and they would hold at least

half and then the Governor or the Division would say, give

.X" number of dollars to this insurance man. No one thought

much of it until this scandal broke on a deal that people who
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Edwin

stop to that.

goes through one person, through the state rather with

no agent. A bank deposit, which was thing in

the past. Nothing much thought of it, "but from the Davis

drainistration you had the operation, and the

situation, where the bank would give him lc,

for all funds kept on deposit by the state. Well, as a

result of that you had McKeithan's bill which provided

that you can't have idle state funds, they must draw

interest. As a result of the favoritism, you have a

situation now where the isurer's office v/ith some

controls, invest In one or two banks and they'll ttour some

of your local stuff off like your University account and

your hospital account will go into local banks, but your

big money go to your banks, because it is more

orderly and you've got better controls on what is being

done with the money, and you get better interest. I think

that time is taking care of corruption to some extent. There

is still some going on. I am sure there is a lot going

on, but I think the major stuff, when they really get,

I think time and public attention, not the individual, but

the collective public attention through the media and through

Parr and through Cable and through the League and through

your Chamber of Commerce, and your city clubs, and just

through the fact that there is more exposure constantly, I
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think that is bringing aboi lore stable _jion in

Louisiana politics. At least, that is my opinion. I've

seen some change in the attitudes of people.

J.B.: Do you think that legislators'salaries need

to be really established in ma, but legislative

(P^W) needs to be increased to improve the quality of

the legislature?

Mouton: I would think so, and it is going to be

a very difficult thing to do. I know what the answer is

for this reason. If you are going to do your job, it's

a full time job. If you live in a town like Lafayette,

now again, maybe if you live in the Florida parishes or

maybe in Red River one of those, there is not that much

to do. But in Lafayette, we have the University, the State

Folice Headquarters, every state agency is located here.

You are the seat of government. Every agency you have

in state government, Lafayette has a district office for.

So that waiting room on Monday morning is filled almost

every Monday and all week long looking for jobs, welfare,

food stamps. It is a full time deal. Then the intra-

committees that serve in Baton Rouge meet, the budget com

mittee meets three times a week, the banking committee meets

once a month, various committees meet. So that if you are

really going to do the job and attend the meetings and

all these rood things, you should have some type of
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reasonable pivot to give you an assistant. We are getting

into that now for the first time. That is part of the

problem of corruption, by the way, in the legislature.

We have no staff, we have no office, we have nothing.

My office in Baton Rouge is my desk on the floor of the

senate and except for my head, that's it. Who I can

con to type letters for me now and then, and that is

the extent of what I have as far as physical facilities

to domy job. We've started to improve. We are remodeling

now and getting some staff, but how do you establish a

$20,000 or 315,000 or 112,000 a year salary uniformly

when the work loads can be so varied. That is the big

problem. You will have some legislators who never go

to Eaton Rouge, and never have anything to do with state

government except during the sessions and that's it.

You will have others who are there every day of their

life working full time because, not through anyone's fault,

the proegraphical set-up of the Louisiana government, but

I think if you can attract more competent personnel, you

have to give them adequate facilities first of all in

Baton Rouge, that is the big thing. Because we work

under the most ridiculous, impossible conditions and

secondly you have to give them some type of compensation.

I would feel, and I may get out of it if they do that, but

I feel that a ClJU^S-^-1™ rnmnpnRstinn with a LJ^compensation with

and the person must do nothing else. He must
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everything else that he does. .s either going to be

full time legislator or he won't serve at all. Until you

get to that point, you will always have a problem with

a conflict of interest and all these other things.

J.B.: 'Arhy do you stay in?

Mouton: I guess it has gotten in my blood like every

other thing people enjoy doing. My father was in politics

and I was raised in it, and he didn't want me to get in

volved in it he e:ot out of politics.

He said, "We're through with it, you are going to be a

lawyer." His exact words were, "It's a bad, messy, dirty

game." He ;h it." I almost ran

for city judge in '56 and I changed my mind. I wanted to

run for the hoxise in ' 60, and he talked me out of it. I

wanted to run for the unexpired term in the senate in '62

and he talked me out of it. So in '63 I went to him and

told him I was going to run for the house and he said, "Okay,

are you sure?" I said, "Yeah." He said three things then.

He said the first thing,remember that while you can enjoy

yourself, your family is going to be miserable. He said

the second thing you are going to lose many of your friends,

never get bitter over that. He said never get bitter if

a man can't be for you or with you, because you are in a

position now where many things you do, you will never

understand. He said finally, never expect any gratitude. If

you can live with those three conditions, where your family
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will to some extent suffer, where you will lose some of your

friends, and you'll learn for the first time which people

don't like you. Many people think that there is nobody

who doesn't like them. I know 1^,300 didn't like me last

time. That was on the ballot. Never expect too much

gratitude. I enjoy it.

W.D.! Did it work out that way?

Mcnrtoni Yes. I think the single greatest disappoint

ment to me in politics, the hardest thing for me to live

with was the friends I have lost. I mean close friends.

People who felt like, because they were my Is, I should

do this for them or do that for them. I should vote this

way or that way. '''hen I couldn't do it, our friendship

was not so deep rooted as I thought. Theywent the way of

;he flesh and I was a no good son-of-a-bitch. That was th«

hardest thing. The second thing was with the family. I have

four daughters, they are fully grown now, most of them, but

they were babies then, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12. When all this

stuff started, and when I fought the

sex education bill, they couldn't answer the phone, or when

they went to school the kids would say, "Your daddy is a dirty

Segregation was really bad. I've received

calls and dirty letters for all these things. But it is in

your blood, and you enjoy it. Good things flow from it.

When you drive down the road, and see a football stadium and
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mechanics together." And you see the new mental health

facility, and say, "Look, that is my 'building. I am the

fellow who found the way to finance it and how to work it

out." And you are in the country and you are on a black

top, "lam the fellow who gave the vote to John JVcKeithan

and got my money for this." It gives you a certain

personal satisfaction. The Gc nart is the easies'

part of politics. There is no sweatto government. That is

the easiest part of politics, to go up there and get things

done in Baton Rouge is easy. The toughest part is to come

back home and put up with everybody who thinks you've got

to bend the rules just for them, the perfect personal

service part. Their phone call must be returned immediately,

their cousin must get the job, their bridge has got to be

repaired, .xed. That is the hard

part, and that is where you lose your friends. I've

never yet lost a friend, in rry judgement, over my govern

mental votes. My sales tax vote, my gasoline tax vote, my

severance tax vote, I never lost a friend on any of those

things. Bu- brought things back for them. I lose

friends when I can't get your cousin a job, or when you

feel like you don't have to take the real estate examination,

so Mouton should go talk to so and so to fix it. I tell him

that it doesn't work that way. It can't be done, it's
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illegal, then they get mad. Government is easy, people are

hard, that is where the problem is. But essentially I like

it, I really do.

TAT.D. : What about the future?

Fouton: Ch, I had some ideas last time of moving up,

because you can't stay in Lafayette too long. In fact, I

hold the record, believe it or not. I am the only senator

that has every gotten re-elected from Lafayette. I am

on my third term. They always beat them after the first

four years, it is that kind of parish. You can't stay

too lane in politics in a stable position because you

some articulate

;cars on him and a white piece of

;uy with no

to eat your lunch,

because you have to explain sales tax votes and things

like that. :houp;ht last term I would

Governor and when Edwin announced for Governor, I was a

dead duck, because if you get a guy from Lafayette

and a Cajun going for Governor it would have forced Edwin

to make a deal somewhere down the line with probably

Pitzmorris, and when Edwin makes a deal going for Governor,

and he is from Lafayette ieutenant Governor,

he cuts my power base. So I am probably going to stay four

more years if I can in the senate. I am where I want to be,

I am chairman of the comi I want to be chairman of, I

to be on. I've built up a
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nice comfortable reputation, and if I can survive four

more years and Edwin's term is finished then, then I will

I'll either run for something else or quit.

I wouldn't go for anything else except for L*

Governor or Governor, and I couldn't win going for Governor.

I wouldn't go for Attorney General or any of those things

because that is not ... my thing is the legislature.

love the legislature. I just like everything about it.

I like the Executive Branch, I think that is where all the

action is, and that is where you get things done. Everything

else is just a hot hand as far as I am concerned. I don't

care what you call them, whether it be Comptroller or

Treasurer or Attorney General, they are not contributing

anything to government. They are contributing a service in

an administrative capacity to government, but they are not

contribut: to government itself. The legislature con

tributes to government and that is where I want to stay.

J.B.: The Congress?

Mouton: Mo. I've thought of it, but I discounted it.

Maybe it is my Cajun mentality. Washington doesn't, it'd

be to win, but if I could, win, Washington doesn't

appeal to me at all. I don't know why. It just never has.

McKeithan had tried to get me to run in '66 when Edwin ran,

no, I am sorry, when Willis was so sick, he tried to get me

t that time,
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iy daughters were much younger and my wife was not in. favor

of it. was tired of thinking about it. Congress doesn

■un for the IJ. S. Senate, and I

wouldn't want to be in the House. Because I would just be

one 0; don't think that I co contribute any-

ther< ;hink I have more influence and can benefi"

the people of rny state better, and this sounds corny, being

in the senate, one of 39 in the senate, who has some in-

ongressman, and who has some political

influence on the Senators, than if I were there myself. I

think I can do as much for Lafayette parish, knowing John

Brull and being close to John Brull and knowing Russell

and knowing Johnson if I were up there myself

trying to get in and I enjoy it much more on this level,

which is selfish. But I don't think I'd like Washington.

I am kind of what you might call a parochial type politician,

a provincial. I like my little area, and I don't think

there is anything more stimulating than the friendships

you make in the legislature. I've made friends with

people that I would never know ,state-wide. It

gives you tremendous insight into human frailties and

human strengths and you sit back sometimes and you see

for example, he'll be a

judge now, a grey haired man, good ', competent

legislator, never has been really appreciated by hi:
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constituency. He has done more for his district in Orleans

than if the Messiah had come down. Yet, he knows that if

he runs again, he is "beat. That is why he is taking the

judgeship. You wonder about how these things happen, a

person who serves in public life is a leper, he is a political

leper. The longer he stays in, the more ;e sets him

.nd things fall off, and you lose an arm and what have you.

->,ioke clears, if he has not regrown some of these

:hrourrh some new avenue of support or some new depth

of ability, then he is out of it. And I am about to reach

that point. I've got one more term left, I think, where they

won1! It might be close, last time it was close.

After that, I either have to move up or move out.

J.B.: Do you think r'cKeithan has any political

future?

Kouton: I would think so not based on what is now,

but knowing the man himself. What he is now, I think that

Bennett effectively buried him, when Bennett beat him as

bad as he did, because he used un his green stanras in that

t would be very difficult for him to come back

right now. But knowing how talented he is, and knowing his

natural instinct for politics and people, I think he has a

uxure. ints to run for Governor, so I was told,

not by him, but by somebody else. He wants to run for

Governor m the end of Edwin's term.. I would guess
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he'll start working at it right now.

that the end of Edwin's second term?

Mouton: Yeah. When you review and look at, if the

dome doesn't fall in his face, and if they don't indict

everybody for being involved with it, if the dome is half

way successful, it'll probably be McKeithan's biggest

achievement, because it was the single most important economic

boost Orleans could get. Orleans was having many

problems. It sounds corny to think that one thing could

save it, but the dome did. He stuck his neck out that

far for it. He might get some favoritism there and he is

still nopular in most o: nana. Edwin is

out of the way, McKeithan could come back. You never know.

J.B. : Most TDeoDle we talk to take the position that

race as a via. in a state-wide campaign

is dead in Louisiana. Do you agree with that position?

Iiouton: That race is

J.B. : That it is not a viable, political issue

in the campaign early.

Moutoni Oh no. I would agree that I wouldn't build

a campaign around it. ike it an issue, I don't

think. If what they are trying is this, that "A" is pro-

Negro and "B" is anti-Negro and they'll make the issue

on that, like Morrison and KcKeithan in '61!-, I don't think

you can do that anymore. 1 think the electorate is too

sophisticated and it is not that important. It's important

in certain segments, like your Florida parishes, but it had
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one man coming oiu anxi to capture more

votes because of it because he will alienate as many

votes as he will capture. But I think race as a l,.

issue of a campaign 1. think, again, by

:heir exa mple, when Davis ran last time, while race was

never an issue in the gubernatt m, ijavi

his special sessions on integration and segregation in

the sixties, because of his position at that time, had

no shot to get any percentage of the black vote even

with a black candidate in the race drawing from the

other white candidates. Davis couldn't pick up any

fringe votes iron the blacks. I think your position on,

that may be better stated, your position on race would be

important, but race itself, as an issue, would not be,

if I make myself clear. I don't think you could say,

"Well, I'm a poor white. I'm a Ku Klux, so vote for

me and ask to be king in my campaign." But I think that

my general background is such that I'm pro-black or anti-

black, that may have an effect on the campaign, my personal

campaign. Race itself, I don't see it anymore as a real

issue, not that it couldn't be revived. It doesn't take

much to revive things like that.

J.B.: How are the black legislators received in the

islature? There are none in the senate, I jrstand.

But do vou have
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n: Yes, Mrs. Terry. I am Chairman of Health,

Education and Welfare in the senate, and she is Chairman

use. Overall they are

received good. There is, I think, a very good rapport

between most of the house members and the black legislators.

I find, and this is just a personal observation, but I find

that the white in

of their way to accommodate the black members than the

black members will the white. I find that the whites will

not only cast a vote that they may not really be that

enthusiasti an use the

rord to hand friendship to the blacks. .he blacks

will from their position. They are

stick on a strictly ind I can't blame them

lor it. if they are going to stick on ;rictly racist

position, that the blacks need :ain advantages over and

above v/hat is to make certain gains in Louisiana and they

are not going to compromise that position no matter how

close you are to them or how friendly. If there is a bill

that comes up, where you have ten people to be appointed,

they will amend it every tire to say that a certain percentage

must be black. And you argue with them that that is not

fair, and that is not equitable, that won't stand on its

own merits, on the merits of the individual and they will say,
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"No, we've been discriminated against for a hundred years,

and now we want the discrimination in our favor." What I

it I think that they will be ex

tremely cooperative until such time as the issue involves

any type of social benefit to the public, or governmental

benefit to the public, at which point in time, they v/ill

want black guarantees within. The whites, I find, will go

out oi way to accommodate, to try to show that they

want to work with them, and the blacks will not give tha-

. But then vou have to understand, th

have only been blacks in the house since 19-68, you had one,

Jhen, now you have or six, i forget how

many,

J.B.i Eight.

"outon: Most of them are from Crleans and one from

. In fact, I think all Crleans,

oiiu uuc fivjiu Xa.twi:i. I'o, one from Baton Rouge. lo'o a.

new responsibility for them and they are fairly strict to

the black constituency because it is obvious tha

are from the district, and that is what you were saying

earlier, is strictly black. I'll say predominately black.

I find that they are hard working and very conscientious,

because they want to prove themselves to themselves and I

guess to their own people. But I don't find any real

■problems as a result of it. I haven't seen any of them.
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of go out of their way to display good will or whatever,

is part of that also because many of the whites have some

black constituency as well?

Moutonj I am sure that is it. It's a combination.

have to be re si e, knowing that if they

get a label as anti- black and they have 15$ black in their

district, it would make a difference. Also, I think you will

find that .y, especially in the south Louisiana

politicians, they are becoming frankly more attentive to the

needs of the blacks as a person. I was born and raised here

and I had never shook hands with a black person before I ran

for office. We had black servants, and black people working

for us and the first time I shook hands it was a total

traumatic thing. You know, walk in a board room, and sure

enough the first was a Fouton, a black !."outon. I walked

around the: :ny friends and I found my

•~i with a beer in one hand and a cigarette in another,

d I've got to shake hands. But then once you got into

and saw the very difficult times that the blacks

have had and that they really ... it sounds like I am

talking about some kind of thing in a cage, but the blacks,

how they survived in our society with the burden that

them, is unbelievable without a revolution

before now.
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'; deeply involved in the Poverty Program. It was falling

part and I tried to revive it, some elements of it, and I

learned to respect greatly the feelings of the blacks. It

is very difficult to understand what they have been through,

long them for a while. You find more

of a sensitivity among the white politicians for the

black community. You do not find that same sensitivity

in the black community for the white "oolit think

no matter how kind the white politician has been in the

representation of the black, that he will get their

allegiance, he'll get those he has worked with who recogniz

him as a competent person, possibly. But if a black man

gets in a race, no matter who he is or where he comes from,

the majority of the black vote is going to him because he

is colored. They will vote on the color over ton of the

competency. You find more and more people like Dicki

Srewin, and like Paul Harty and like myself,

our delegation, where they go into the black community, not

necessarily seeking their vote, of course, wanting their vote,

but re copen: ;hat they just have peculiar problems. Yc

have to try to resolve it. By the same token, knowing

if they throw a black man in a race against you, he will get

85f° of the black votes. Every time you run from now on, there

will be a black man against you. There is not much doubt in

my mind.
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Do you think that white in the

South, or at least in Louisiana, and would you extend this

uth, tend to be more sensitive

the white population generally simply because o:

paigning and more exposure to blacks through

iuuton: Yes, I would think so. 1 gue;uess ix varies

with individuals, but I would, think the white politician

tends to become much more sensitive to the black communi>v.

was my experience. didn't know much about the

blacks, and when I got into it, really into it, I started

signing, you see, I used to represent three parishes,

jry difficult race. I met with black and white

leaders. In that campaign, I had been in office two years

In the house, I was running for the senate the first time,

taught me an awful lot as far as just the h^nlalily ul Lhe

black. It sounds cor leir mentality is no

from yours or mine. It is the exact same mentality, but

I never relate to it that way. T went, to a meeting where

I was the only white person there, and I made about a five

minute simple talk, you know, very general broad, and said,

"good-bye." "Wait," he said, "We've got some questions."

I stayed there for three hours answering questions in the Li

group. The single question which is obvious to anybody.

They asked me if I would appoint blacks to boards, and I

took the position that if he was competent, verv rout^o «*>
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Cne man said, "I have a question that I can't answer, if

you can answer it, I'll vote for you." I said, "What is

that?" He said, "I have a hoy who is seven years old and.

we were driving down the road the other day and he said

he saw a lineman working on a power line and

fellow had the same

he said 'daddy, when I grow up I want to be a lineman like

him.' I said, Gulf States doesn't hire black people. Can

you tell me how I can tell my son he can't be that lineman

because he is black." I couldn't give him an answer. It

opened my eyes and put it in good perspective that that

s that I got for my daughters

he had for his son. when you think along those lines, a

corny as it sounds, when you put yourself into a one and

one human relationship, you can see where they have bad

1
y^^^^~ problems and if they get bitter and kind of hit us

a little bit you can't blame them. Knowing full well when

you run . . . the last time I ran, in fact, I got k7±< of

all of the votes in the first primary against five opponents.

I won by 29^- votes in the run-off. I picked up exactly 2\<f0

of the votes. But the reason I didn't win the first primary

was that they ran a black lawyer against me in the field, ;

man named Finley who is not well thought of by the blacks.

In fact, he is kind of a. hustler. The blacks have no use

>r him. Yet, he up i)',200 votes, which I had gotten

conservatively 75"* which would have made the difference in the

run-off. I would have won the first primary. They just
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threw him in, the Black Alliance for Progress, and that

son-of-a-bitch got after me in those black boxes and he

ate me alive. He wouldn't debate me. I'd say let's

get Mr. Finney out and let's stand side by side and

talk about the black community and let's see what he can

do for you and what I can do for you. He wouldn't meet

with me. I gave it by myself. He just stayed home, put

the ballots out, never intended to win, he didn't have a

prayer, but they wanted to get me beat, the opposition did,

They were smart enough to pick a black man to strip my

power. That is the fun of the game by the way. That is

what makes it interesting.

J.B.: Is there anything else that you wanted to

comment on that we haven't discussed.

Mouton: No, I've over-talked already, I guess. I

can talk politics all day long. I didn't mean to talk as

much as I did. Do you have any specific questic. ,

W.D.: That was very interesting, thank you very

much.

End interview with Tdgar TVouton


